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Preface
This paper traces crop production patterns in the commercial 
agricultural sector of Zimbabwe' from‘1940 to 1979» It is . 
bac;.,c. on time series analysis' of the data presented in 
‘'Crop Production Statistics 1940“1979K (Muir, 1981b), The 
more important series have been presented graphically -in 
b.-is p.pcr. Some historical information has been included 
in the analysis but the paper does not attempt a full historical 
record. Documentation on this period, is scarce and this 
■paper attempts to highlight the factors responsible for the 
growth in crop production, .

■Particular emphasis is'given to the crops grown in the family 
owned commercial farm sector although all the 'data on the 
commercial sector-include output from national and multi** 
national corporate estates, A study of the peasant sector 
,has not been attempted because data are both-scarce and 
unreliable and marketed output from this sector is limited.
An analysis of the factors influencing production trends 
would require’a detailed study of the constraints faced by 
this sector,.

/
To obtain areal producer prices, "money prices have -been 
■inflated or deflated against the Central Statistical Office . 
"Consumer Price Index for-Higher Income Urban Families", 
base year 1964 "to which the earlier" CSO indices have been 
linked. It should be noted'that the index understates the , 
inflationary trend faced by farmers. ,-The urban index emphasises 
housing.and foodstuffs which are less important to farmers 
and which have been kept' low by the uncertain political 
situation and government policy on consumer subsidies.
Farm input prices on the other hand have been mainly un
controlled and hove essalatod rapidly, particularly■since
1973. .

In Zimbabwe, most crops are planted in one calendar year and 
harvested in the next, ' In order that- the area planted may 
be easily compared-to that harvested and sold, -statistics 
on area planted are given using the harvest year. . '̂ hrougl̂ -* 
out the paper any reference to tobacco is to flue-cured 
tobacco unless stated otherwise. All data in the paper,'
except where another source is quoted come from Muir, 1981b*

, \

This is a working paper arid comments, additional information 
and corrections'would be most welcome, ' ,

Introduction ' ’

In .the period reviewed the gross value of crop production 
increased by .834/3 in real terms from -1940 to 1979* There 
was an overall increase in'.'area planted of 183%. The- increase 
in the first two decades of the period .was primarily the- 
result of high prices whereas the increase in the 19-60’-s 
and ’.70’s w£s due to increased yields. Furthermore, after 
1965, the country’s crop production base.was expanded and" 
broadened as a. result of the trade embargo and government
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deoade' after the war, in fact, saw no greater increase in the.area 
planted than the increases in the following decades

1945/55 117 ‘ 000 ha.
1955/65 100 000 ha.
1965/75 • 144 000 ha, - . .

The increase in the value of cbmmercial agricultural output and 
its contribution to gross national product and export earnings 
free 1945-55, was largely due to increasing prices. The reo.l 
price of tobacco was 25%. higher in 1955 than in 1945 and in some 
years was 55% higher. The real price of maize was 90% higher 
in 1955 than it had been in 1945* The nominal price of tobacco 
had doubled and that of maize' trebled., After 1954» however, the 
terms of trade moved against agriculture,,,nominal prices for maize, 
tobacco and cotton were lower in the 1960ts than the 1950’s.
This, with increasing inflation, meant a serious decline in per 
unit terms (See Figs 1-6). The decline was, however,, partially' 
offset by considerable increases in'yields achieved in the. period 
1955-1979? as a result of local research and extension efforts.

In-the Appendix details of crop yields for'the different sectors 
have been given from 1950-, From these .figures it can be seen 
that there-have been substantial increases- in the yields of the 
large-scale commercial farmers. Tattersfiel'd (1981a) shows that 
in the late 1970's cotton yields had increased, over the 1954-55 
period, more than sixfold, maize threefold, soyabeans.fivefold 
.and groundnuts fourfold. There.has also been a fourfold inorease 
in sorghum and barley and wheat yields are three and a half times' 
greater.

The Federation of the Rhodesias and Nyasaland (Zambia,
Zimbabwe-oud Mo,lav/i'1954-65) appears to have-had little direct 
effect on commercial'crop production in Zimbabwe,* There was a . 
marked increase in that period, in the area grown of potatoes, 
edible be.ins and vegetables, (Muir 1981b,. table l) which would 
seem to■indicate an increase in demand for those products related 
specifically to Federation, Tobacco continued to" dominate contri
bution'to the value of crop production accounting for "(0% in 1955 
and 65% in 1963  ̂ Sugar production became significant from 1959? 
it accounted for 4% 'in i960 and 13% in 1963. The value of crop 
production increased from 54 million dollar's in 1-955 to 95 million 
in 1963- which-in'real terms was a 49% increase; area planted in- 
■ creased 22%. Since the real price of most of the major commodities 
had declined it was the increase in yields whieh accounted for the 
rise In the value of- crop production. ■ '

The implementation of trade sanctions against Zimbabwe in 1966^
’had a significant effect on-crop production. Tobacco, the main
stay of the agricultural industry and fcho country’a; principal 
export, relied on foreign markets. The Government was jforced to 
take up a major proportion of the embargoed tobacco crop in 1966 
in Order to avoid the total, collapse of the agricultural industry, 
but oven so the price paid to producers dropped by 30%. .Farmers 
were actively■encouraged by government to diversify out of tobacco
nFootnote, I. - The Unilateral' Declaration of Independence (UDl)

on 1 1th November 1965? resulted in internationally 
applied economic sanctions.



growing, and tobacco production quotas wore introduced. Tobacco, 
•.area reaped was 26% lower iri 1967. and, in fact, the total planted 
area- of all crops fell in 196.7,. Thereafter, the total crop area 
increased•steadily .as the diversification programme gathered
1.10:0..: • AlO. ' ; .

7 ■ . ■ ■ • _

Diversification was encouraged by the agricultural Diversification 
Sciio-nio which, was implejaerited in June 1967; • This provided low-
interest loans ”tp farmers who were issued with tobacco quotas but 
.who agreed to severely limit or go out of tobacoo production^
To molrziuih profitability larger .areas..had to be planted since'

• the' alternative crops.generally exhibited lower gross margin per 
hectare. .-.,.s a, consequence.plans presented by farmers applying for
loans under the scheme, indicated a proposed reduction in tobacco 
area of 10 500’,ha. but a planned increase of 25 000 ha. plaited 
to other'crops end an increase of approximately 84 000 head 'of 
livestock (Rep, of Secretary of Agriculture 1966/C7). There 
was -some concern in the- Department of .Conservation and Extension 
that the larger -areas planted to alternative crops was at the 
expense of crop rotations, leading to possible land'deterioration 
(McKenzie), The 1968 harvest year saw a marked increase in the, 
acreages of a large number of crops - in; particular, cotton, 
groundnuts, sunflowers, and soya beads. - ' The increase in ground,- 
nut pid sunflower, production was short-lived,.but’cotton and soya ... 
beans continued to increase. This increase was. rather erratic, 
reflecting .the unfamiliarity of farmc-rs with these crops'. In 
the second half .of the 1960's'there was. -22% more land under crops 
than the first-half end .although the volume of output increased 
by ll/o, the real value of output declined by 10%,

Drought in 1968 caused farm incomes to fall 50% from the previous 
.year. -'Fanners had to carry the first 20% of the loss while govern
ment provided 25 -million■dollars in drought relief (McKenzie). ■
"In the late 1960's irrigation' began to play-an increasingly 1 ;• 
important part in crop production patterns. The Sabi-Limpopo- 
Authority was established in January 1965 to exploit- the water 
resources of -the Sabi-Limpopo catchment and to promote economic 
development in the South-Eastern Lowveld. ’ The- high wheat prices 
introduced, by Government to reduce.reliance on impprts. also helped 
to finaiice the construction of 'many small dems and'‘irrigations ' ■ 
systems in the middle and highveld,

The gross value of crop production between' 1963 and 1970 remained 
relatively static in nominal terms .(deol’inging 14% in', real terms) 
except for the. sharp drop, in 1968, ' ^he value of production started 
.to increo.se in 1971 and. by 1975 'it was $1-53 million against ,&i03 
million in 197° (.an-increase of 34% in real terms). In 1972 
tobacco' prices started to improve but gross margins for' tobaceo 
wore not sufficient to cause significant disinvestment in wheat, 
cotton, seed maize and soya beans which- continued to be widely 
grown. ■■ The area planted to maize steadily declinedtafter reaching 
its peak in 1972. • - *, .

A.

.Inflation,^initiated by the oil crisis in 1973» hit'farmers 
severely. stated in the preface the real prices used in this. \
paper.seriously understates the extent to which farmers' incomes 

■ have been affected* The costs of many major farm inputs, diesel ' _ 
and other fuel's, fertiiizors -and Chemicals, are directly-related

- 4 -



to oil prices. 'Plant arid machineryar e also important cost’- 
items which have, risen at a- far •‘greater rate .than the consumer • 
price index .since '197-5• ;-As. a result} the f inancial- 'position of
agriculture has deteriorated in the, late 1970's.. .Gross value of 
crop production was §3&5 million in 1979 “ an increase- of. $152 ■/.
million over 1973" pr a 22% increase1 in real terms, .Despite 
thisj -gross .margins-have declined' by. .27% in real, terms.. Capital 
'formation has also, -been falling with'-that ,ih 1979. only- 5’0% of. the 
1973'lov-c-l. ■' - - , . ./" • ■

In 1979.' there'were 54? OOOha, planted .in; the. commercial cropping ' 
'area and unprocessed crop-exports 'accounted fo'r 18%. of-total 
.exports. . In 1978 f°°d imports,accounted for-only 1% of the" 
.total import.-bill although this "increased to 2%iri 1979 when, as 
a-result, of. declining’.acreage^ and- drought,. some .maize had -to be - 
importud, ■ -• .-. •'•"/' > -.

) ■■,

Agricultural Marketing and Price -Policies 
The Marketing, system, for tobacco .-and maize-remained essentially 
unchanged.in the period'reviewed. - ' G-.-ivernment "extended its- in
fluence. in thebriarketingrof other. agricultural 'products through ' 
the Grain Marketing-'Board. ; The GMB has controlled" the1 purchase 
■and .disposal ox. the. following crops since-, the-1 date givens-

. /  ■ ■ =. . - v - ; j - - -\
: "■ ■“'-193i' ."Maize ' - '1969 - , "soya, beans
. 1950 . sorghum - 1970x whe'Kt | . . -

1952 groundnuts ’ 1972 ' coffee . ,- ■ \

The Agricultural Marketing .Authority, was- constituted in 1$|67;
-and; assumed responsibility for/the .opamipdity'boards. Its role 
is 'predominantly administrative-although Government controls • -'-
"both the"producer" and consumer prices, of designated products-'!'•
• through "the AMA. The Cotton Marketing-Board va,s established' . ' 
in 1969.. /- Cotton marketing had, .however, been cm trolled.; since 
•19365 first by the Cotton Research and -IndustjJy Board' and then 
'by. a committee of the Grain Marketing-Boa^rd. ' ; ;

Government intervention. in- 'agricultural'1 commodity : prices was 
'.initiated, during the Depression in order to maintaifi' farmers 
on. ."the landbin ,the face .of very low export prices -for Maize' . 1 ■ 
.(Muir,- i981a)• Surpluses-for'export declined in the'.late - 
•1930-,-s,.as--.farmers - switched to, tobacco .production,. .Local, demand 
for. maize: expanded rapidly, after the-war.', and "maize imports ' and 
Consumer rationing. became necessary. In order to-regain s olf- 
sufficiency and promote maize;- production-r. system' of guaranteed 
prices' based-on - sample surveys, of, production costs was • intro- 
du.ced in 1946 (Phillips P.-266),-- Local selling prices were mot 
^allowed to rise, in-line with'producer, prices and'Government 
was forced into a"cohsuaor-subsidy policy "for -maize-.- ''.'Whilst. :
^this.'was acceptable when maize .was in deficit, the emergence. - 
:of‘.durplits;production in 1955- raised the ’problem--of- an open- -, 
.ended, subsidy cpimnitment -which ^ould no longer be justified since 
.export returns were .low. ' Producer price:' guarantees-' were -there- 
'after-limited to-local requirements .with surpluses' to,the account- 
of producers at net realisation .values.- -.(Dunlop)
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In the period immediately after UDI, foreign currency earnings '
'and food security were particularly important, and government 
pricing policy was once again aimed-at increasing agricultural 
self-sufficiency and promoting exports. Government, however, 
preferred to'support the farming'industry through indirect

■ measures rather than to increase the prioe of 'agricultural pro
ducts sufficient to affect profitability. It was believed that 
the. adverse effect on the cost of living' from major agricultural . 
price increases would be unacceptable -(L,B; Smith, Deputy Minister 
of .agriculture, quoted iti-McKenzie)... JThus, together with incentive 
prices for certain commodities, there were subsidies, on inputs and • 
capital equipment, 'easy access to credit and drought relief in
'bad years. In July 1970 minimum producer prices for specific, 
quantities of maize and cotton were guaranteed for three years in 
advance. Excess production was bought at net export realisations 

' to give an overall blend price (Lacey).
'A l ’ '
In the 197.0’s government became increasingly concerned with main
taining .low food prices. -Since. 1976 the trading-accounts of all 
■ controlled" food products have been ran at a loss which is met'from 
1 government revenues (Cailonr),. In 1975'government'agreed to announce 
pre-planting (i.e. minimum guaranteed) prices well before planting- '' 
so that farmers1 could plan }their cropping programmes.. This 
reduced some of the. price uncertainty faced by farmers -and encour
aged them to meet government’s'production.objectives.■ Interim 
prices were then fixed at the beginning of' the intake- year so that 
payments could be effected. The final producer price was gazetted 
in July for summer crops and October for wheat*.. ' The prices were 
negotiated.between producer representatives and government .agencies 
and took into account production' costs,, forecast internal demand 
'and potential export earnings, »

The commodity studies in the next section review- some of the factors 
influencing yields and prices, and the effects- these have had on 
commercial farmers’ cropping decisions.

Commodity Studies " ;.

■ 'Maize' ' '
The area planted ,to.'maize by confoierciel farmers has consistently 
been between two and four times higher than that planted to any 
other crop.. It forms the basis for the country’s staple'food, 
maize meal, and is the principal crop grown by peasant farmers. 
Historically it has been relatively unsuccessful as .an export.
After the depression .in the 1930’s the local market, was used to. 
subsidise producers on exports which brought a much lower return
than tho controlled, internal price, • .' -■ < ■

As outlined previously, noise surpluses declined and after a poor 
-season in 1947, 129 000 tpnnes 6f. inferior quality maize had .to 

/ be imported ih 1948. The flinty, yellow -grain which made up the 
bulk of the imported consignments met with stiff consumer resist
ance (Smith). To regain self-sufficiency, the producer price 
was raised by 36% in real terms i n -1947'and continued to-increase 
until 1952 (see Pig,, l).





From 1953-62.the country exported maize.. The exported maize, price 
was’consistently .below the producer .prices guaranteed for local " • 
requirements, -The gross returns' on Exports were only between .$2' 
..and p e r ‘tonne, higher than the average pride paid to producers.- 
Imported maize in '1965 and 19&4 was actually cheaper than'locally 
produced maize. . In 1965- and 1966, although not cheaper than local 
maize, -the- - cost of imported maize-was still'very competitive.- Maize 
yields and are:: planted increased-markedly after 1966. ' The.inc- • 
rense in maize.aren was mainly due to a fall in tobacco prices 
Frou 1558 ‘Onwards, despite declining, real prices., for maize, (Fig.' l) 
there was 'surplus of maize' produced, for export, . .. ,

"It -has been argued that the declining' producer prices-for,maize 
were'a,result of government' s attempt to cut. down subsidy.costs 
in support of a cheap-food policy, - Maize, however, is. a low value,, 
high bulk commodity (Muir 1981b Table 13) end with- the increasing
aemands on the nation1 s+.i :*1, I , ansport facilities, the opportunity
.costs of exporting maize were high in,terms'of foreign'currency 
■earnings foregone. Furthermore in the period reviewed, maize was. 
•usually exported at a net loss. .-It is suggested-, therefore, that 
whilst the .country, remained., self-sufficient and whilst 'lucrative
export markets were• unavailable, -there was no justification-for 
a premium-1 on maize.,' •

Despite declining terms of trade to; the' producer, from' 1947 to 
1972, the area planted to maize .continued to increase.. In Fig 1 
the area planted to7maize has been plotted together .with yield 
and real, prices . This.continued increase in area planted can-be 
•attributed' jaaiiily to the significant-increase in!yields consequent 
upon local- research efforts '(see- Appendix). In- 1950 Zimbabwe 
became the- second country (after the United States) to grow hybrids 
of its-own breeding!.22% of-the commerbial acreage at that time 
was planted".to locally,bred double Jtybrid seed,. Locally, devel
oped r.uc imported .open-pollinated, varieties were slowly phased 
out. ■ In’.:i962 a .limited. quantity> bf S&52,- a locally bred single 
hybrid, was"put on the' market, though it cost more than double 
hybrids,, it hud a greater yield potential. By 1968,. 65% of the . 
commercial crop was planted to ^R52 (Rattray). . - This is a long 
.season'variety more suited-to the higher rainfall: areas, .'Other; 
varieties have been released- recently with-more reliable yield 
potential for the marginal rainfall areas which need quicker 
maturing hybrids. . . ■

Kitrogon.ais. fertilizers, which by 1950 :wete liaif- as expensive .in 
relation to maize prices-as they'had- been-in. 1930 (Weinmann pf37) ' 
Wore -particularly significant' in increasing maize yields (Ta'tters- 
fielcl, 1981a). With- improved farming techniques and increasing 
applications of fertilizers^yields- continued-to improve steadily 
until i96'5. (see Fig l). , -V • . .' :

In the’ commercial farming areas,\maize -acts - as both a complement 
to and substitute -for -Virginia;''tobacco V-" Tobacco and maize are 
•normally- grown dn rotation, with, in -times of good tobacco prices, 
Tobacco-.-being the primary crop. "'Where tobacco prices fa.ll,-maize 
is also p. substitute for tobacco in the short terjii.’ ■ It can, be 
seen in' Fig. 3 that, as the area-planted-to- tobacco declines ,' that •' 
planted to maize increases.' To maintain gross turnover, however, 
a much- larger :area of maize must'.be -planted. Vhen.UDI forced
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farmers •' to cut back tobacco production- there, was a substantial
increase in the area planted to maize. In order to try to achieve 
higher yields farmers greatly increased the fertilizer- applications 

j previously used .and the nanagera nt input was also- greater. .rt the 
, same many tobacco farms are not situated, in ideal maize grow

ing areas and high yields can only, be obtained'in good years. These 
factors combine to account for some of the variability in maize 
yields seon in the period 1-966 to 1979 (Fig, l)« - • .

Too area planted to maize, reached a peak of 299 000 ha. in 1972, 
which with g.-od rains and high yields produced a record crop of 
'1.7'million tonnes from the - commercial- farming 'area. '^hereafter 
the area planted to maize declined (Fig, l) and that of tobacco 
and cotton increased Until 1976 when the independence war distorted 
normal farming- patterns.

V
Tobacco ■'
Flue—cured tobacco in Zimbabwe relies almost entirely on export 
markets and the trends .in tobacco production (Fig. 2) are closely' 
linked to external demand. For irrny yours Britain was Zimbabwe's 
most important buyer but there were sever;',! tiroes in the late 
,194-O’s and 19501 s that growers and buyers were to clash.

\ --
In 1940 growers had produced -a record crop in response to requests 
from Britain to increase production but when auctions opened, buying 
was listless and prices low. However, when buyers were threatened 
by the Minister of hgriculture with closure of the auction floors, 
■prices improved, • During World Y/ar II, production costs did not 
materially increase whilst prices almost doubled. The expansion of 
output, on the other h and was restricted (Fig, 2) by a shortage of 
fertilizers and manpower -and by post's and disease-, - In 1944, clinatie 
factors caused a short crop in both Zimbabwe and South Africa. The- 
South Africans bought a large percentage of the crop leaving British 
buyers complaining of the. quality•and.quantity available to them.

if ter the war,1 despite an increase in the British duty on tobacco,.' 
there yjm a significant, ingreh.se in the demand for Zitnbabweaii tobacco 
in'both Europe and Britain , Zimbabwe growers were worried .that the 
dollar-shortage was, temporary and that the'Europeans would thereafter 
return to -American • tobacco-. The growers agreed- to ask tho Southern
Rhodesia Government to impose export controls on merchants buying 
for continental countries. In return the British- merchants agreed 
to buy 'a specified quantity at above an agreed minimum price -to be 

- negotiated, annually,. The export controls ’ were abolished in 1953 hut 
bri-tish inanufacturers continued to. forecast their requirements ’ for . ' 
throe yG-:rs i -r-./a ’ ■ '

there was a large crop in 1956 and the British manufacturers, committed 
to purchase 38 million tonnes,;- were sluggish| in their bidding1,. The 
auction fl u>rs wore closed,' reopened after guarantees of higher prices 
and closed again when.'these v?ore not met, - In tho end the merohants 
purchased slightly more than- the agreed figure .but .the -average price

Footnote 2s after the war the -shortage of US dillnrs- in Europe
cruised demand for loner i-can tobaeco to decline.. .
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fell -by 30%. There were problems again in 1958 hut growers and 

• buyers were more aware of their relative strengths and weaknesses| 
the auction floors were not closed and the price fell by only 7%.
Tire Tritish market had lost some of its relative importance and 
by 1980 was purchasing only 47% of the market against- 87% -in 1940*

v - 1 ’

Throughout its history Zimbabwe’s tobacco Export market has been 
volatile with price tending to move,inversely -with crop size up to- 
1965 despite a steadily increasing market (see^Fig. 2). As late 
as 1'' 62 Clptnents and Harben predicted that the continued expansion 
of Zimbabwe tobacco production was essential for the prosperity of 
the industry remarking that "an almost insatiable market exists”
(p. 21l). ' The Chairman of1 the Tobacco Export Corporation, Evan 
Campbell declared in I96I that the industry's immediate target 
was 178 000 tonnes but the. record production in 1964 of “147 000 
tonnes caused a 40% decline in price (Fig. 2). Price was also 
affected by the relatively poorer quality commonly associated with 
weather conditions favourable to'high yields. A smaller crop in 
19,65 resulted in an improved price.

It has been suggested (^unlop p.48) that demand for Zimbabwean 
tobacco had reached its peak in the early 1960's and that even if 
sanctions had not forced the commercial farming.sector'to diversify, 
"tobacco production would have been constrained by world demand.
The data do not justify'this conclusions Zimbabwe’s tobacco ind- . 
ustry has. always been volatile and despite the adverse trading'
"position caused by sanctions, the industry was back up to 1965 
output levels'by 1976. It is possible, in the absence of sanctions, 
that Zimbabwe.'s- relative position in the world market would have., 
continued to increase. Zimbabwe’s flue-cured tobacco exports 
accounted for 15% of total world exports in 1958/54 and 22% in '
1960/64 but fell during TJDI and represented, only approximately 11% . !
of total -world exports .by 1979* Brazil, Korea, Thailand.and India 
appear to have replaced Zimbabwe in filling the shortfall created 
by the continued' drop in the TĴ A share,of world flue-eured tobacco 
'exports.

Sanctions, however, caused a major drop in demand intensified by 
the total British withdrawal from the market,. The Rhodesian 
Government was forced to buy a substantial proportion of. the crop,'
From 1967 to 1977 Government announced a preplanting reserve price 
in return for production restraints by growers. Farmers, also 
received active support.from Government to move out of tobacco and'- 
produce other crops. Prices paid on the auction floors began to 
increase again in 1970.(Fig 2) and in 1972 the area planted to 
■tobacco also began to steadily increase (Fig. 3). Tobacco, as'an. 
important foreign-exchange earner, continued to be imported by 
government. luring the period 1967-77* it was only in 1974 and 1975 ■ 
that the auction floor price (Fig, 2) was above the government reserve"-" 
price. 1977 was the last year of ̂ government support pricing.,
There was increase in the price paid in .1978 which was reflected 
in the area planted for the 1979 harvest (Fig 3.).but-price fell 
again in 1979 -when''there was a 35%  increase in output.

The high prices paid for tobacco jafter World War IT'Created the 
conditions necessary for increasing output. After 1955>■ however, 
the major factor influencing increasing output was increased yields- 
(Fig 3). They not only increased output per hectare but encouraged 
farmers to continue increasing the ares, planted by offsetting the 
price decline. . 1 - j v.





In the early 1940's with the increasing number of.new growers, 
research was considered less important than extension. However, 
"•ranching tobacco over an expanding acreage ■would never produce a 
harvest of.the size and quality'which would permit.economic com
petition with the traditional growing countries" (Elements and 
Harben p. 168) and research on a vast scale was required. In 1946 ../■ 
because of dissatisfaction with research conducted by-the Research 
Board the Tobacco Growers' Association subsidised end initiated 
private researchi In 1950, with the industry prepared to double - 
again the-, government's jcontribution to research it-was agreed- that 
the Tobacco' Research Board should operate completely independently,
.The industry’s contribution to research continued to increase both 
absolutely andlelatively and between-1960 and 1965 they guaranteed 
a minimur/i contribution of over two -million dollars against govern
ment grants- of $650 000, ' Although contributions fell off due to

- thef slump in-the tobacco industry after 'OBI, growers' contributions 
to ■'the annual recurring costs budget of approximately one million ‘ 
dollars is- still double that of Government. The investment was an 
important one.' With-costs of production increasing and .the average' 
price declining,'increases-in both yield and quality were necessary 
to maintain profit levels. To a large extent those'were achieved.

. The increases in tobacco yields were in themselves considerable 
■although they hove not been as spectacular as those of cotton and'

- maize (see Appendix), The average yield in the.late- 1970‘s was more 
than double that of the'early 1950’s5

1940-44 590 kg/hx. 196O-64 . 1 2-50 kg/ha.
1950-54 •680 kg/ha: ' - ■ 1975-79' " 1 600 kg/ha

. 1

average tobacco yields -
* 1• • . . r

The yield increases in the late 1950's and early i960’-s came mainly 
from the increased use of nitrogenous fertilizer and water-planting 
 ̂together with'the introductionvof SI and .other disease-resistant 
^Varieties. Thereafter, to offset .declining gross margins, a far 
greater management input was required and improved growing tech
niques were particularly important together with.the increasing -use ' . 
ipf herbicides and suckercides, the development of higher yielding

- varieties such as Mammoth and latterly the introduction ©f supplement
ary irrigation into some farm systems. another.reasoh for the 
increasing yields has- also been the declining price differential 
between high and medium quality tobacco. To grow high quality 
toba.cco it is usually- necessary .to sacrifice a certain measure of

. weight. , . ~ . '

- Formers,' -tobacco .price', response and crop mix- decisions' -have been' 
complicated by the various factors outlined.- From 1961 they appear 
to-have been based on the price and yield (gross returns)-received 

. the year'before, yield potential or' expected returns based on govern-.• 
mont's announced reserve price' -and the- viability of alternative 
crops. . Figure 3 does, however-, show that generally the area-planted . 
tends to respond positively with price (lagged one year) but the 
magnitude of .the response has not boon''measured, -

- 10 -
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Cotton production was insignificant in Zimbabwe before' UDI, In the 
1920's there wore several years* in which large cotton aoreafeos were 
grovm hut. with disastrous results .due primarily -to.jassid attack 
(Muir lOSla). The Cotton Research and Industry Board, established 
in 1956', operated'the three ginneries at Bindura, Sinoia and Gatooma.
It-was responsible for research and for marketing the'cotton crop and'

. in 1942 it was authorised to"establish cotton, textile and. allied, 
industries. ■ The first eStton spinning mill was.established in 1943 
and a seednd in 1.951 (Woinmann), Despite all these efforts |o encour
age local cowton' production, there was little interest in Cotton . 
production until the late.1960*3, " '

In 194& the' first major trials using insecticides '-were initiated end • 
shortly thereafter' the variety ALbnr- was introduced from Uganda.
"This variety demonstrated jos.sid and blaclcarm resistance together 
with good lint quality and yield potential (Rattray). It took some . 
ton years before commercially viable results were obtained but the* 
outcome'was a significant increase in commercial cotton yields from'
3-957 (see Pig. 4)* In 1967s’ Del.t spine,was released to farmers in 
.the. Loweld to overcome the problem of rank growth experienced with 
.Albar, It was.also {better suited to•the mechanical harvesting methods' 
favoured.in that area. Subsequent research improved pest control ■ 
and developed, the Delmae variety, -a higher quality*, longer staple 
cotton. The introduction of irrigation in the Lowveld and supplement
ary irrigation in Northern Mashbnaland also increased yields.

The increases in cotton yields during the period reviewed were con
siderable. Average yield in the late 1970’s was 6SF/0 higher'than . 
it was in the early 1950’s ('Tattcrsfield 1981a), Despite an aimost 
threefold increase in cotton yield in.the late 1950’s acreage 
remained static. This was related directly to the relative profit- 
-ability of tobacco production. It took U^I to change the situation.

In 1968 there, v/as a marked increase in the cotton area harvested .
(Pig 4) which was mainly attributable to the effects of UDI, Cotton 
and tobacco are not ideal,substitutes - since cotton is best grown 
on the heavier red looms and tobacco on lighter sandy soils. -In '
.the pre-UDI toba.cco boom period,. tobacco v/as grovm in many areas 
not really suited to. either tobacco or Cotton -production.’ At 
altitudes, above 1 3OO m, the low night temperatures, in autumn 
affect lint' fibre development and the only way to produce economic 
yields In high•altitudes is to* establish the crop early with . 
irrigation (McKinstry),' Tobacco farmers- worst affected by falling 
prices we re those in highveld areas. ' xhe increase' in., the area 
'planted to cotton between 1966 and 1969 can, nonetheless, be-mainly 
attributed to the diversification out of tobacco and into cotton.
’An important factor in the continued increase in cotton*acreage - '
■ was the development of irrigation schemes in the Lowveld, which 'not
only increased the area planted but also contributed to increases 
ire national yield. .

Cotton prices had reached a pock in 1950 and then declined (Pig. 4) 
There was a slight increase in price in 1967 which reinforced'the 
diversification from tobacco to cotton. ' Cotton acreage dropped -

■ slightly in 1970 (despite fair-returns- in 1969) as farmers continued - 
to experiment with alternatives, for tobacco. The drop in area 
appears to have been replaced mainly be increased soya bean and 
maize production.- Prom 1972 cotton area increased again until 1974-
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■whereafter it appeared to fluctuate in response to the previous 
year's.returns. Thus, despite an increase in price in 1974 because 
yields were low, there was a small drop in the 1975 area harvested. 
Preplanting prices were introduced for cotton from 1976 but since 
those have generally been considerably lower than the final price 
paid (this, price relying heavily on export realisations) farmers 
still respond mainly.to the previous year's'returns. - The exception 
was 1978 when, despite low yields and falling prices in 1977? there 
was. a rise in acreage.- ' . . .

Wheat - •
Wheat had been grown since the' early 1900'.s but the summer varieties 
suffered from rust and the winter crop had to be grown under irrig- - 
ation. - Irrigated wheat- yields did not repay ’the capital investment 
necessary to expand production" and the wheat produced was-of a 

. poor baking quality and was low in protein (Muir.1961a)« Nonethe
less government encouraged -.wheat production in the thirties and. y 
about "7000 ha,., per annum was grown until 194&-when' the high tobacco 
prices made wheat unattractive and thereafter less than 1000 ha, 
per annum were planted. -,

Wheat yields had to be increased before irrigated winter wheat 
.warranted the.necessary capital investment. The plant breeder 
appointed by government in 1954? initially looked at-the poss
ibilities of summer wheat but it was found that even in the high- 
veld the temperatures wore ,too high .and it was not possible to 
obtain economic yields. By 1969 high-yielding short-stemmed 
varieties had been developed which did not lodge when- fertilized 
,heavily and which were relatively resistant to a large number of 
the. fungus races responsible for stem rust (Rattray). ' another■ 
important research achievement was•the development of strong wheats', 
of good baking quality so that the importation-of a proportion of 
hard wheats would not be necessary. -• To encourage the1 production ‘ 
of these-wheats, which were lower yielding, a premium was offered 
to farmers. By the late 19.70' s, wheat yields were three and a half 
times greater than they had been in the- 1950's.

Local wheat production provided only about. 2% of consumption prior 
to 1965. Import substitution was encouraged in the early i960's 
with the price paid for wheat about $5 per tonne above import parity 
in 1965 (Ministry- of Agriculture), The need for increased self- • 
sufficiency after -UDI was important as foreign currenoy reserves " - 
dwindled and as it became, increasingly impdr-tant to secure national 

• food supplies. In order to stimulate the investment-necessary for' 
wheat production the government,•in 1967? guaranteed a price which 
was |15 a. tonne higher .than import parity (Roberts). Initially 
most of the wheat was grown in the Lowveld, encouraged by the Sabi- 

. Limpopo' .Authority and by 1971? 'despite a marked increase^in demand, 
the country was producing 75% of local requirements (Handford)*
After the’initial increase in produeor prices the real producer 
price, began to- decline'/in 1969. (although it was still above • import 
parity) and did not start recovering until 1974* This combined 
with the increased profitability of cotton and sugar resulted'in .a 
drop in' the area.planted to wheat in the lowveld. The high prices 
paid-for wheat 'in.1974 and 1975? however, encouraged the expansion 
of irrigation in the' hrghyoicV and by -1979 Mashonaland .was producing 
"63%.of Zimbabwe's wheat’(CS0 1980). Having - encouraged' wheat pro-
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duction from 1974 to 1976 in response■to'the increasing cost and 
difficulty of importing the balance of the (Country's requirements, 
government were faced with a surplus over local storage-"capacity 

. with only limited and-uneconomic export markets,- The real 'price 
of■ wheat declined in 1977 -and in 1978 the nominal'price fell by $13 
per tonne. There was a $7 per tonne increase in the nominal price . 
in 1979, in response to increasing local demand, ’ -V

Wheat was the first- major "annual crop produced in Zimbabwe reqmring 
a.high fixed,investment and its response to price was lagged diff
erently from other annual’ crops, - The price response has' not been 
•quantified but ,the graph showing the area planted and the real . 
prices paid seems to" indicate a lag of -approximately two years, 
even after the .introduction of preplanting prices. It takes time 
to plan, raise finance and construct the irrigation facilities 
.neoossary for wheat production end so there is a delay in the'response ■ 

. to increased prices where the expected increase in production ha.q 
•to come from expanded national capacity. The lagged response to 
a fall in price can be-attributed to the lack of suitable altern- 

. stives in the short.term, the high turnover needed to make capital 
and interest repayments and -the relatively low variable costs in 

. proportion - to capital costs,. Thus., although the wheat price began 
to decline in 1977» the"area.planted to wheat, only fell off in 1979*

.Wheat has been an important crop for the intensified-use- of Zimbabwe’s 
agricultural - resources. It is planted 'in May 'and reaped in Sept- 
ember/October when demand for land and labour is relatively low 
(slimmer crops are. planted in -Novetnber/December and reaped* between 
Januarypand April.) ' In most of Zimbabwe, however, the soils cannot 
stand up to continuous cropping even with heavy fertilizer.applic- ' 
ations and careful crop rotations., and fallow years must be included - 
-in these’rotations.- The implementation of irrigation-schemes in 
the.highveld were made possible with the emergence of a high- 
return' winter crop and this was important for the. supplementary : 
-irrigation for tobacco,’hnaize, cotton and soya beans-. In- the longer 
term it is expeeted to have an even, greater effect on groundnut 
and coffee" production. ' t. ' - - .

- ■ - 1 3; - ... , .

Soya Beans ' _ ' ’
- ' Soya beans have been grown as a forage crop on as.small scale for.'

| many years. The first Hernon strains were released to farmers in
the mid thirties.and’although prone to■lodging when, grown- under- 
high fertility conditions, they were .satisfactory for fodder 
■purposes (Rattray). Apart from"lodging another disadvantage, was 
,that the strain was slow maturing, n new" breeding programme was 
started in 1963 'to-obtain faster maturing varieties capable of high 

. seed yield,, which did not lodge, were- disease resistant and accept- 
: able on world markets. With the introduction’of .suitable-hybrids

; ' -- arid legume;'innoculants, soya bean yields started.to increase markedly
in 1966 and continued relatively" erratically until 1975 Nnfter ’which 
-there has been 3, steady of slower progress (see Pig. 6)i On a -

- three year average (l975~1977) Zimbabwe's soya bean yield equalled
that of the U.S.A. ' ■ .. ... •

\



Soyabedn marketing was not controlled until 19&9 tut Government ' 
announced a minimum price for Grade L soya beans in 1967 for the 
1968 season, The impetus for the .incentive price policy was the 
shortage on world markets (Cox) arid the need to encourage export 
crops other.than 'tobacco, 1968 saw the first real iricrense in soya 
bean production and soys, beans have "been exported/ since 19&9 in 
.their raw state. Prices- declined after 19&9 but Figure 6 shows 
a sharp price rise, in 1973 and 1974 with a decline in 1975..
.although production did fall in 1971 and 1972 in response to 
•falling prices, thereafter there does not appear to be a marked 
relationship between price and area planted. Instead, area planted 
continued to rise steadily despite fluctuating prices ,2 as farmers 
became more familiar with the crop and its potential as a' comple
ment to many production systems. It is important in wheat rotations 
-and, because of. its short' growing - season, con be grown together 
with maize or cotton. By 1979? soya, beans had become Zimbabwe's 
sixth meet important crop in value' terms.

The oil content of soya beans is. only 17% compared with 42%. for 
groundnuts and 20% for cotton seed and in 1967? Heo.th sp.vrno prospect 
of developing the solvent extraction plants necessary to obtain 
soya bean oil. In 1975»' however, the first plant was installed ■ 
and in 1977, some soya bean oil was exported. . approximately 20% 
of the.locally consumed edible oil is derived from soya beans and, 
where cheap enough, soya oil is alg& used in industry for certain 
pi a sties. The soya bean cake has ..a very ■ high percentage of protein 
and is'used for’ livestock feeds. It .could, correctly- processed and 
marketed, become an important source of protein for Zimbabwe's 
increasing popuLation.

- .14 -

Groundnuts /- ■ . , •
Sinoe the early 1920’s the area planted to groundnuts has been 
relatively constant (l-*4000 ha. per annum). For many years research -- 
concentrated on the improvement of agronomic practices and local 
and imported varieties were screened to find the best yielders under 
different systems. It was not until the 1970's that significant 
increases in yield were recorded. For many varieties a. long growing 
season is noeessary and it is essential.that there is sufficient 
water at the pegging-down- stage. Supplementary-irrigation is, 
therefore, important to achieve consistently high yields. Ground
nut yields are four times higher'than they were in, the early 1950's«v

In the period reviewed there were only two yeans when groundnut 
acreages increased sharply. The first was in 1946 when the harvested 
area doubled to 5 400 ha. Price data for these years are unava.ila.ble 
but it is possible that the now settlers,, who were not.yet familiar / 
with tobacco, boosted, production. The second was in 1968 when the 
area harvested increased by l6j.% to 11 200 ha. There was a 14% 
increase in the real price paid in I968,’ The drought in that year 
resulted in very low yields and the area planted fell sharply and 
by 1971 only 2. 600 ha, were harvested. The. real price of ground
nuts increased again from 1972. The planted area, fluctuated 
slightly in response to price movements (with a one year lag) 
but these were not as obvious as may be expected from a crop where 
prices have increased in real terms plainst most crops whioh have 
shown a marked decline. From 1965-1979 the real.price of. maize
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fell 23% and. tobacco 55%» whereas ■ tliat of groundnuts increased 65%„ 
It is possible that the- lack of response by farmers to groundnut 
prices may be that the increased yields are a relatively new phen
omenon and also that, without irrigation, it'is a high risk crop. '

' . \. ;

Sunflowers vjerfe initially mainly .grown as green manure although 
there.was some seed and fodder production. After the introduction 
of cheap nitrogenous fertilizers in the 1950's most of the crop 
was grown for seed,- Relatively little research has been carried 
out on sunflowers in this country,. The slight increase in average 
yields is probably the result of the increased use of fertilizer 
both direct and.indirect. Sunflowers are comparatively free from 
disease and insect pests and are relatively drought resistant.
They arey however, very susceptible to eelworm.'attack and un
suitable for tobaceo and potato rotations.

The area planted to sunflowers remained .relatively ""constant until 
196,8 when the area more than doubled and.9 500 ha. were harvested. 
From 1969' to 1977 between 4 and 6 thousand hectares were planted.
In I9.7O the area harvested dropped to 2 500 ha. after severed years 
of steadily declining real prices.

Coffee
Coffee production was negligible -until the I9$0*s, In 19&5 most 
of the 200 ha. planted to coffee v/ere in the Eastern Border region. 
.There has been a marked increase in yields which have risen more 
than fourfold since i960, Irrigation has been important to. the 
increased national averages. It has also been important in stimu- 
. l'atihg the establishment of coffee in suitable regions of northern 
Mashonaland, Since 1974 there has been a steady rise in the area 
planted and by 1978 there were 5 000 ha, of coffee established.
■ With the difficulties encountered in marketing an embargoed erop 
the farmers requested the Agricultural Marketing Authority to. handle 
exports and in 1972, coffee became a controlled commodity marketed 
through the Grain Marketing Board, There'was-a sharp rise in inter
national prices in 197^ and.whilst output rose by only 55% "the 
value trebled. Although-, in 1979?/the area planted to coffee - - 
accounted for less than-1% of total crop area it accounted for over 
3% of gross value. Exports went from $84 000 in .1966 to $11 million
in 1979.. ' '--rt .

I .

,Sugar and Tea - _
These' crops are both plantation crops grown principally on large- 
national or multinational corporate or state-owned estates and .are 
outside the scope of this study. ,

Tea production increased from .200 ha, in 1940 to over 4 000 ha. in 
1972 whereafter it remained relatively static, . Tea, which is grown- . 
predominantly in the Eastern-Highlands, has no cross-effects- with 
the crops discussed in this paper.



Sugar, however, do-es affect the area.-planted'to wheat, cotton and 
fruit. ■ It has become a major crop and in 1979 it represented 
5/b of area planted, 13% of gross crop value and 11% of raw crop 
exports. It is grown in the Lowveld under irrigation and fields 
previously planted to wheat have been converted to . sugar since 
1974* More recently large areas of'citrus have also been replaced 
by sugar. /

Sorghum
The area planted by commercial farmers was negligible until the 
early 1960*5 except for a.brief period from 1951-53 when prices, 
were unusually high, After. ITDI crop area rose, in 1966, from 4 to 
19 000 ha,-in response to. a high price in 1965 and the need to - 
diversify. . Prices then declined until 1970 and from 1969 the area- 
planted remained at approximately 6 000 ha. ’except in 1973 and-1975* . 
In'1973 over 20 000 ha* .were planted after several years of .favour
able prices but fell sharply in 1974 and by 1975 only 2 600 ha, 
were grown, k higher proplanting price was announced for 1976 and 
the area planted 'went back up to' 5 300. ha. Sorghum is .used prim
arily for opaque beer and livestock feeds and has not been exported • 
since 1975* It is-a low ;value crop which accounted for only 
of the gross value of crop production in 1979*

Other Tobacco - ’♦ ' .
Burley tobacco is only grown on a small scale By commercial 
farmers with a peak o f .4 200 ha. grown in 1972. It is a relatively 
high value crop and ranked second in value per tonne as an export 
in 1979* Oriental, cigar and fire-cured tobacco production are 
negligible.

Fruit and Vegetables 
Qitrus has been-grown fommercially since the .establishment of cor
porate estates in the 'early 1900*s, Since 1975* with the fall in 
external demand, some areas have been and are being mplaced with 
other crops, particularly in" the Lowveld where large areas of 
irrigated citrus are being aeplaoed by sugar.

The'area planted to vegetables has remained relatively statie. 
Imports of vegetables arid vegetable preparations dropped from',
$35C) 000 , in 1966 to $160 000 in 1979* The increased urban popur- ' 
1ation will have caused demand to rise and this must have been, 
met by increased yields and greater informal sector supply*

The value of fruit,, and vegetable exports was double the 1966 figure 
in 1974 bit $2,6 million but by 1979 it was down to $1,4 million.

Other Crops^
Seed Maize — Data are Elatively limited for this crop but planted 
area has been steady and from 1966 to 1973 varied between 4.&nd 7 000 
ha*. . In 1979 the .harvested-are?, rose sharply from 6 to 9 000 ha,
Seed maize has become an increasingly important export which account
ed for less than $1 000 in 1966 and almost $2,5 million in 1979*
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Other "seeds t . have also.shown an increase in recent years and, 
whereas in 1966, 657 tonnes of seed were imported^ 719 tonnes 
(excluding maize)‘were exported in 1979* '

’ Barley-; is a winter-crop grown under irrigation. In 19731 there" 
were still only 60J ha. planted to barley, Yields increased 
markedly in the latter 1970‘s and by 1979» 94 farmers were 
planting 5 04.6 "ha, at an average yield of 4«'6 tonnes per ha.^ - 
(CSO, 19SO), Exports of malted barley rose in'three years from 
less than $1000 to.$2.8 million in 1979•.

Conclusion .'
The" paper has shown the decisive role played by high prices'In the 

' 1940‘s >ond 1950‘s. -lust* high returns wore important in .estab
lishing the newly settled-farmers and were important for the growth 
of the. national economy5 expanding output,- demand and foreign- 
currency earnings. The advantages of this prosperous era- were not 
replicated in the peasant farming areas where flue-cured tobacco, 
the highest-earning crop, was not grown.

In the I960*s and-1970’s it was the results of the ongoing, local 
and locally applied international research efforts of earlier, 
decades, which were essential to the continued expansion of crop 

■production in the commercial sector. The yield inoreases inten
sified production and output p.er hectare and maintained gross 
returns to farmers despite declining real prices. *" These substant
ial yield increases were not seen in the peasant sector (See 
Appendix), where agriculture became increasingly disadvantaged.

The only continuous data available on the peasant sector are estim
ates made by. the. Native'Commissioners of "the time,- The results 
of the “Sample Survey of African Agriculture, Southern Rhodesia, 
1959/60" are compared with the Native Commissioners estimates in 
the table belows- ", , " .

Production in-Tribal.Trust Lands and African Purchase Areas 1959
- .(‘000 tonnes)

,. / • , " - . ■

Sample survey estimate'"- Mai ae Munga Rapoko Sorghum Groundnuts
based on growers’ 
declarations - 364 " 213- 141 ■ " .93 16

■Department of Native 
.Affairs’ Estimate '273 ̂ 74 - 74. 51 12

Source : cso, 1962 " "\
.. *' ■ .
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The department of Native Affairs estimates are significantly less 
than estimates "based on growers * declarations. The differences 
in the estimation methods .were'so ' large, that, it is difficult to. 
draw any definite conclusion except to point to the possibility

• that production from black farmers may, throughout.the years have- 
-.been seriously underestimated,, department of Native Affairs figures
are, however, the only series available and'are used in the cal
culation of yields in this paper-,(Appendix), Low yields in this ' 
-sector hove been confirmed by""individual studies' (see Johnson or 
, Weinrich).-

Up to 1940 yields in the peasant sector declined sharp!y(Kuir,
1981a, Pig, l) but some of the subsequent effects of research- were‘ 
felt in the peasant sector with, those crops which, because they 
were grown in the commercial sector, received major research 

, inputs, . It appears that peasant maize" yields' have, doubled since 
the early., fifties .and this may reflect both the importance of maize 

■ as a staple food and the concentration of extension officers on this 
crop, . Crops which have been almost ignored by. local researchers 
include munga (bullrush millet), rapolco (finger millet), edible 
dry beans and sunflowers. Since'millets are important for their 
droughf'resistant qualities they continue to be grown by peasant A

• farmers in the marginal rainfall, regions to protect the family 
against starvation in case of a maize crop failure^

The potential for- intensifying production in the communally- 
owned farming areas.does' exist given appropriate conditions. It 
may not be possible to match commercial sector yields, particularly 
in the Natural Regions. Ill and TV. But with maize yields five 
times greater in the commercial sector, sorghum and'groundnuts six 
times and soya beans and cotton three times greater (see Appendix) 
it must be possible to increase yields in the peasant sector by' 
lifting some of the constraints facing these £awao»s. There, is 
-also potential for research in three important areas:. by increasing 
yields under peasant farming-conditions of those orops also grown 
in the commercial sector, by increasing-the yield potential of . 
crops suoh as munga, rnpolco and sunflowers- which have been ignored 
in the past and by isolating new crops suitable - to the marginal 
areas. ' . ' "•

It -is unlikely that yields will continue to improve rapidly in the 
commercial sector. It is important, if this sector is to continue 
to produce, that the terms of trade do not decline faster than 
production can intensify. The reasons for continued production 

, from, this sector and the methods for ensuring such production -are '• 
beyond the.scope of this'papero • *

The review has shown the difficulties faeed by an export crop such 
as tobacco which relies on world demand. The crop-has played a 
significant role.in.the development of agriculture and the eoonomy 
and particularly as an important foreign currency earner. It is 
likely, however, that demand will continue to fluctuate in response 
to world weather conditions and. subsequent production patterns in 
competitive nations. This will mean unpredictable returns and 

, tobacco will remain a high risk'crop.

v.
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Maize price policies have- alternated, between subsidising, farmers - 
when maize output is surplus to local recmirements, and subsid
ising consumers when it is in deficit. With the erratic maize 
yields a ration?,! price policy is difficult. Maize imports are 
costly and more important, they are uncertain. Maize exports, . 
however, are also costly'particularly in the light of their high 
opportunity costs.

The era after UDI saw the introduction of crops (particularly 
wheat) which have a longer lag in responding to price changes, and 
full cognisance'1'of this extended" lag does not appear to have been 
given in the price policies followed.

Agriculture represented only 12?o of Gro'ss Domestic Product in 
,1979 but the sector employed |34% of total wage earners and accounted

significant feature in the period 
the crop production base which 

tion out of tobacco. This resulted 
food and raw materials and the expan-

for'35% of total exports, 
reviewed.was the expansion oi 
resulted from the di.vc-rsifica 
in a reduction in imports of
sion of local processing industries.

——oOo—
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